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Brief and objectives: 

Belling has been producing cooking appliances in Britain for more than a century and is 

widely credited with kick-starting the mass market range cooking sector in the 1990s. After a 

period of low NPD and investment the brand was keen to reclaim its market share. In 2016 

parent company Glen Dimplex Home Appliances (GDHA) invested £1.5m in a state-of-the-

art production line in Merseyside to expand its range cooker production capacity and re-

launched two of its iconic collections, Farmhouse and Cookcentre.  

Objectives: 

 Deliver a fully integrated campaign to raise the profile of Belling ahead of peak 

‘Range’ season 

 Launch Belling’s two new range cooker collections 

 Highlight Belling’s Made in Britain credentials and UK investment 

 Support Belling’s sales channels by driving interest via trade media and marketing 

activity 

 

Rationale behind campaign, including research and planning: 

This campaign had two key audiences – journalists who needed to be re-engaged with the 

Belling brand and the retailers Belling needed to stock its products.  As a result, we felt we 

needed a multi-layered campaign capable of delivering our key messages across different 

platforms.  

We reviewed two years of range cooker coverage in trade media and found it was centred 

on product features rather than market forces and that post-Brexit uncertainty over UK 

manufacturing was creating retailer concern about rising prices and lowering of quality. 

We planned an integrated, sustained six month B2B campaign which included media 

relations, video content, a research report, an event, online and print advertising, social 

media activity, e-marketing, infographics and point-of-sale materials. 

To create content unique to Belling that could be shared across multiple platforms, we 

conducted a survey of 2,000 range cooker owners to establish the sector’s new 



demographic and discover more about their motivations, the findings of which shaped a 

retailer engagement programme. 

The primary audience for Belling is: 

 Independent electrical appliance retailers and kitchen specialists 

 Multiple electrical retailers both on and offline  

 Buying groups such as Euronics  

These audiences are served by a group of magazines and online media including KBB 

Review, Kitchens & Bathrooms News and ERT. 

 

Strategy and tactics, including creativity and innovation: 

To achieve our objectives a media relations programme was integrated with and supported 

by:   

 A product launch event to raise Belling’s profile amongst the media at the Good 

Housekeeping Institute where we offered interviews with key spokespeople. 

 A creative video to promote Belling’s Made in Britain credentials by showcasing the 

start-to-finish manufacture of one of the new products - Belling Farmhouse.  Two 

versions of the video were produced, one for social media and the other to be 

embedded into retailer sites. Instead of taking a corporate approach, the video 

focused on the individual craftsmen working on the Belling production line.  In the 

video each engineer ‘signed their name’ on the finished range cooker using a 

creative badge we created, to demonstrate their pride in their workmanship. 

 The Range Generation report: Using our own unique research and supported with an 

infographic for social media, our report captured headlines by revealing a huge swing 

away from the traditionally older, affluent range cooker owners and the creation of 

‘typologies’  to reveal the new range customer demographics. To drive visits to the 

Belling website, the report was ‘teased’ in the media and then made available via the 

Belling website, social media channels and also via a key media title.  The 

downloads enabled data capture for email marketing. 

 Press releases with embedded links to website or video content, feature responses, 

opinion pieces, brand profiling and case studies. 

 To support the sales funnel, an integrated trade advertising and e-marketing 

campaign worked hand-in-hand with PR activity to support a retailer cashback 

campaign. This included newsletter insertions, e-shots and banner advertising in key 

titles ERT and KBBReview.  

 

Implementation of tactics: 

A sustained campaign running from the beginning of range cooker peak season in 

November 2016 to the end of June 2017  

 November 2016 – Launch event  to target range cooker sales peak and media 

profiling, supported by print and online trade advertising  

 Late November 2016 - Production line investment and video launch story released 



 December 2016 - Launch of The Range Generation report via media, social channels 

and direct retailer marketing  

 November  2016 – March 2017 - Sustained media relations activity 

 April – June 2017 Launch of consumer cashback campaign with supporting media 

relations, e-marketing and trade advertising (print and online) 

 

Measurement and evaluation: 
Profile raising: 

o The campaign achieved 57 pieces of print and online coverage across ten 

key media outlets (November-May)  

o In addition to news coverage for each press release, Belling range cookers 

and comment from the senior team were included in a further  11 features 

o The insight delivered by The Range Generation report, made Belling the ‘go 

to’ brand for comment during peak season  

o Belling achieved  a share-of-voice 27% higher than its rival brands during 

peak sales season 

Made in Britain: 

The Belling Farmhouse video was embedded onto the website of seven trade media outlets, 

as well as on the brand YouTube channel, delivering hundreds of targeted views. It was also 

shared on social channels, by the @MadeinBritain campaign, reaching an audience of 

12,200 

Supporting sales growth: 

o The Range Generation report was viewed more than 600 times via the 

partnership with Taylist media and delivered 91 new retailer leads 

o The e-shot activity around the Range Cooker Cashback offer reached  more 

than 15,000 people, mainly retailers, and recorded an above average 35% 

open rate and 5.4% click-thru rate, representing more than a third of the total 

cashback campaign traffic 

o The Range Generation report was well received by retailers and used as a 

tool to train sales staff 

o The campaign also delivered 102 cashback redemptions in just three weeks, 

representing a sales value of more than £100k 

 

Budget and cost effectiveness: 

Total budget        = £18,640 

The Range Generation report has provided valuable market insight to retailers and internal 

audiences alike, as well as being a rich source of data for PR activity.  The report delivered 

almost 100 new business leads and its insight has been used to inform future new product 

development, an excellent ROI for a £5k piece of research.  



The video has been used extensively by retailers to demonstrate the Made in Britain 

credentials and build quality to potential customers and is now being replicated by another 

division of GDHA. 

 


